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Physical Description:
This collection of archival materials from Janet C. Goedecke is Acq. # 2003.107.0001-0013.

Box and Folder Breakdown:

Folder 1: Letter from Joseph T. Chatman, dated 8/10/60 regarding ship owners.

Folder 2: Enrollment of John W. Chatman in Civil War.

Folder 3: Receipt of Mr. Chapman from B. Grant, Oct. 10, 1838.
Receipt of Oliver Huff from estate of Otho Chatman for funeral services and coffin.
Receipt of John Chatman for 1/40 of land in Iowa.

Folder 4: Indenture, parties unnamed, regarding a business in Boston.

Folder 5: Information on ships.
Inscriptions re: Otho Chatman, Betsey Chatman and Lorenzo Chatman.


Folder 7: Inventory of furniture in home at 240 Newbury Street.

Folder 8: Ticket of B & M about 1868-1870.
Coupon to first ticket to the mountains, 1870-1875.
Dr. Hooper’s card where Will had his operation in 1885 or 1886.

Folder 9: Collection of stamps of John Chatman.

Folder 10: Small, leather bound book of household inventory.

Folder 11: John Chatman’s certificate the Grand Lodge of MA, 1887.
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